




The growth of ARPA from
69-77



most the networked world
connects in a straightforward
and extremely convenient
way. cellular data, or broadband
internet, or wireless
internet.

the technically
disinclined don't stop to
think about alternatives. the
technically disinclined
have been conditioned to
accept the networks they are
given.

even the technically
inclined rarely stop to
interrogate the supposed
inevitabilities we are
presented with. that faster
is better. that more is better.
that always connecting to
everyone is requisite. that
we must be given our
connections by our
benevolent corporate
overlords.

most the networked world connects in a straightforward
and extremely convenient way.

cellular data, or broadband internet, or wireless
internet.

the technically disinclined don't often stop to think
about alternatives. the technically disinclined have
been conditioned to accept the networks they are given.
the technically disinclined have been taught that they
are not smart enough to participate in the conversation

even the technically inclined rarely stop to interrogate
the supposed inevitabilities we are presented with. that
faster is better. that more is better. that always
connecting to everyone is requisite. that we must be
given our connections by our benevolent corporate
overlords.





<packet radio

is internet over
radio.



the IPoAC has proven
faster than standard
internet transmission on
multiple occasions. but
sneakernets of all kinds
are regularly faster for
large data transfers. AN
INCOMPLETE LIST:

Data from remote telescopes
in PuertoRico used for SETI

Internet packet distribution
in Cuba,South Africa,other
remote/poorly
connected/Govt.censored
areas

Dataset fromHubble
telescope

Dataset for black hole
images

Latency is not always an
issue.Analyze your needs.
Send it slower.

randall
munroe,of
course:

(calculate your IPoAC payload:
cable.ayra.ch/pigeon/)







a modernized, modular 8bit computer
based on the commodore64. being used in
part to develop a truly secure mobile
device

a mesh networking protocol for
making use of android compatible
mobile devices in de-networked

environments

TWO PROJECTS FROM PAUL GARDNER_STEPHEN (et.al.)

dominic tarr's secure scuttlebutt

indieweb

mega65

ServalMesh

^^^^^^^^SOME PRACTICALISH ^^^^^^
MODERNISH TOOLS FOR differNetworks

community forward
communication forward
distributed social
networking

it's what it sounds

like.
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